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A conscious curation of 
sustainable goods
Ecolabo is an online destination that curates and promotes sustainable 
brands. Founded by two Swiss digital marketers with a profound interest 
for sustainability, this platform has quickly become a reference in the 
online eco community.  



Our 
mission

Our goal is to help small sustainable brands 
gain more visibility by showcasing their hard 
work to our growing online community. 

 To do so, we have constructed our platform 
in three parts: the blog, the guides and the 
affiliate shop. This way, we can adapt our 
promotional offer to your product, venue or 
brand. We also create beautiful content for 
brands that we put out on our social media 
channels. 



We do SOCIAL MEDIA 
ENDORSEMENT

CONTENT CREATION 
(PHOTO + VIDEO)

AFFILIATE 
MARKETING

BLOGGING

GUIDES & VENUES 
REFERENCING



2k
MONTHLY 
SESSIONS

AUDIENCE
Switzerland, France, UK
25-34 years old
Women interested in green living

UNIQUE 
VIEWS

6k

Website 
statistics



AUDIENCE
Swi tzer land,  France,  UK
25-34 years  o ld
Female  in teres ted in  green l i v ing

321

BLOG

Featured blog post: Your 
brand is mentioned in a 
blog amongst other brands. 
Usually these articles are in 
the forms of lists or steps. 
Dedicated blog post: a 
blog post that is created 
especially to talk about 
your brand

AFFILIATE
SHOP

Mention in the shop: you 
product is added to our 
curation of products with 
links redirecting to your 
products page. This will 
generate traffic to your 
site and offer precious 
backlinks for your SEO

GUIDES

Featured in our conscious 
city guides: If your project is 
a shop or restaurant, you 
will gain visibility and 
exposure in our European 
city guides. You can add a 
discount for our followers 
which can boost physical 
visits from our audience. 

Website features



8k
FOLLOWERS ENGAGEMENT RATE

AUDIENCE
Switzerland, UK, France, United States

5%

Instagram statistics

Social media marketing is a big 
part of our marketing strategy



INSTAGRAM FEATURES

instagram post - with content creation……… 250 EUR

200 EUR

300 EUR

instagram story - 3 slides………………………………
post + story……………………………………………………….

300 EURsponsored give away…………………………………….

WEBSITE FEATURES

affiliate shop feature…………………….………..………… GIFTED 
PRODUCTS

300 EUR

500 EUR

200 EUR

feature in blog post…………………………………………
dedicated blog post………………………………………..
feature in guides………………………………………………

PACKAGES
dedicated blog + story…………………………………… 650 EUR

750 EUR

500 EUR

300 EUR

post + story + dedicated blog……………………….
post + story + blog feature…………………………….
guide feature + story………………………………………

Promotional 
Fees



ecolabo.ch

instagram.com/ecolabo

info@ecolabo.ch

Thank you.


